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We present a generating function technique to evaluate the number of strings of a given length 
recognized by a particular kind of finite-state automaton. Using this method we determine some 
asymptotic estimations of the number of prefixes in free partially commutative monoids. More 
precisely. we prove that for every concurrent alphabet (C, C), assuming equiprobable strings, all of 
length n, the average number of prefixes of a trace of length n is t$+O(n’~ ‘) and its variance is 
O(r? ‘). where k is the number ofcomponents of the dependency graph (Z, C’) and r7 is a rational 
constant depending only on (L. C). These combinatorial results allow to determine the probabilis- 
tic behaviour of some algorithms for problems on trace languages, including the Membership 
Problems for regular and context-free trace languages. 
1. Introduction 
Free partially commutative monoids ( f.p.c.m.'s) are classical combinatorial struc- 
tures whose properties are studied in different research areas of mathematics and 
computer science (for a survey see [2, 10, 231). It is well known that f.p.c.m.‘s are 
strictly related to the notion of trace language introduced by Mazurkiewicz in [lS] 
and their properties are studied using classical tools of finite state automata and 
formal languages 13, 9, 19, 243. Topics of particular interest are the decidability of 
problems on f.p.c.m.‘s and the complexity of the decidable problems [l, 7, 8, 10, 11, 
201. The purpose of this work is to study some combinatorial problems related to the 
probabilistic analysis of algorithms for problems on trace languages. 
We recall that a concurrent alphabet is a pair (I, C), where C is a finite set of 
symbols and C is a symmetric, irreflexive relation on Z. A concurrent alphabet 
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(Z, C), is traditionally represented by a undirected graph such that C is the set of 
vertices and C is the set of edges. The free partially commutative monoid F(C, C) is 
the quotient monoid Z*/=,-, where =c is the smallest congruence on C* extending 
the set of equations {ab = hul(a, ~)EC). A trace is an element of F(C, C), i.e. an 
equivalence class [xlc with respect to the congruence =c, where XEC*. It is clear that 
the product of two traces [_K]~. [J& is the trace [.xylc. The subsets of F(Z, C) are 
called trace languages. The class of regular trace languages is the smallest set of trace 
languages containing the finite sets and closed with respect to the rational operations 
(union, product and star). In [22] it is shown that a trace language TsF(C, C) is 
regular if and only if there exists a regular language L s C * such that T= ( [x&-j XE L}. 
Similarly, a trace language TsF(C, C) is called context-free if there exists a context- 
free language LsZ* such that T={[.Y]~~.YEL) [6]. 
Given a trace t~F(z‘, C), a prefix of t is a trace ~‘EP(Z, C) such that r=t’. t” for 
a suitable trace t”gF(Z, C). For every string .xgC *, let s[xlc denote the number of 
prefixes of the trace [.~]c. It is known that, for every concurrent alphabet (C, C), 
s[.x]c=O( IsI”) as Ix++x. where s( is the size of the largest clique of the graph 
(Z, C) [7]. The number of prefixes of a trace is related to the complexity of several 
algorithms for significant problems on trace languages. As examples, we mention the 
Membership Problem for context-free trace languages [7] and the problem of com- 
puting the automaton recognizing the set of strings belonging to a trace [lo, Chapter 
2, Section 1.41. Moreover, in [S] a class of algorithms defined by a general recursive 
scheme is presented whose time complexity on input XEC* is O( 1x1. 3[xlc) as 
1.x I ++;c, including the cost of computing a representation of the prefixes of [x]c (see 
also [12]). This class contains the algorithms for the Membership Problem of regular 
trace languages and for the problem of computing the cardinality of a trace. 
In this work we study the asymptotic behaviour of the sequence of random 
variables is,,). defined in the following way. Given an arbitrary alphabet (Z, C), for 
each integer II let us choose a string P in the set C”={XEZ*JIYI=~) assuming that 
each string in C” has the same probability ( #,Tmn, and let us define J,,=~[z&. 
Moreover. we assume that all these samples are independently chosen; hence, (&) is 
a sequence of independent random variables. In [S] it is proved that the mean value 
E(,1,) equals @(I?), where k is the number of connected components of the com- 
plementary graph (Z, Cc) (Vu, h~z, (a, ~)EC” if and only if (a, b)$C). This implies that 
O(nk+ 1 ) is the average time complexity of the algorithms described in [S], assuming 
that, for each n, all the inputs of length n have the same probability (uniformity 
assumption [15]). Here we present a combinatorial method which allows to deter- 
mine the asymptotic growth of the moments and the variance of {J,,). Using this 
technique we prove that E(3,)=tyn”+O(nk-‘), E(3~)=$nZk+O(nzk~‘) and, hence, 
var(&) = O(nZkm I), where ‘1 is a constant depending only on (C, C) and k is defined 
above. By Chebychev’s inequality [17], this implies that, for every E>O, 
Pr{i$-I i>b)=O(,i-l). 
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It follows that, under the uniformity assumption, the time complexity of the class of 
algorithms described in [SJ is O(n”’ ’ ) with probability tending to 1. In other words, 
for each of these algorithms, denoting by T, its computation time on equiprobable 
inputs of length n, there exist two constants H, K, 0 <H < K, such that, for every E >O, 
lim n-r +aJ Pr{(H-s).nk+1<7’,,<(K+s)~nk+1}=1. Intuitively, this means that 
@(nkf ‘) is the time required by the algorithm on almost all inputs [lS]. In particular, 
this result holds for the Membership Problem of regular trace languages and for the 
problem of computing the cardinality of a trace. 
Another application concerns the Membership Problem for context-free trace 
languages. Indeed, using the relation var(&)= O(nzk-‘), it can be proved that under 
the uniformity assumption the problem is solvable in average time @(BM(nk)), where 
BM(m) is the time required to multiply two m x m boolean matrices [4]; moreover, 
also in this case, under the uniformity assumption the problem can be solved in time 
O(BM(nk)) with probability tending to 1 [4]. 
The technique we use in our analysis essentially reduces certain combinatorial 
problems to the problem of determining the number of strings of a given length 
recognized by a particular kind of finite-state automaton called partially ordered 
automaton. The transition diagram of such an automaton is represented by a partially 
ordered set (Q, G), where Q is the set of states of the automaton and, for any pair of 
states q, q’, we have q 6 q’ iff there exists a finite sequence of transitions leading from 
q to q’; moreover, we assume that such a poset has a smallest element (the initial state) 
and a unique largest element. 
In Section 2 we determine the asymptotic number of strings of length n recognized 
by a partially ordered automaton. In Sections 3, 4 and 5 we show that the first 
moment, the second moment and the variance of {z,,) can be determined by comput- 
ing the number of strings of length n recognized by suitable partially ordered 
automata. 
As regards the notation, 9(A), A” and #A denote, respectively, the power set, the 
complement and the cardinality of a set A. Moreover, 1x1 denotes both the length of 
a string x and the modulus of a complex number. Pr (A} is the probability of an event 
A, while E(X) and var(X) are, respectively, the mean value and the variance of 
a random variable X. Finally, (a,) represents the sequence a,, a,, . . . . a,, . . . . 
IUi)i=l.....m is the finite sequence ul, u2, . . , a,. We also use standard symbols 0 and 
0 to denote the order of magnitude of sequences of real numbers [13, Section 1.41. 
2. Partially ordered automata 
In this section we define the notion of partially ordered automaton and estimate the 
number of strings of length n recognized by such an automaton. 
Let .d = (Q, q,, 6, F) be a finite automaton over the alphabet E, where Q is the 
finite set of states, q. is the initial state, F&Q is the set of final states, and 6 is the 
transition function 6 : Q x C-Qujl} (here I denotes the undefined symbol). A string 
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x=xl...xn, where XiEZ for every i=l , . . ..n. is accepted by ~2 if and only if the 
following conditions hold: 
(a) 6(q0,x1)#~; 
(b) Vi= 1, . . . . IZ- 1 if qi=6(qi_,,xi), then 6(qi,xi+l)#I; 
(c) &&1,x&F. 
We say that the transitions produced by the string x=x1 . . .x, are well defined if 
conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied. We denote by <a the binary relation on Q such 
that, for every q, q’EQ, q ds q’ iff 6(q, c)= q’ for some 0~1. We also represent by 
G,~ the reflexive and transitive closure of <a. Moreover, for every qEQ let 
I(q)= #{=CI~(q,a)=q), and let H,,=max{l(q)lqEQ}. 
Definition 2.1. A jinite automuton .d= (Q,q0,6, F) is called a partially ordered 
automaton ifl the ,following conditions are satisjed: 
(4 F=Q; 
(f3) &, is a partial order relation on Q such that the initial state qO is the smallest 
element and there exists a unique largest element q^ EQ; 
(Y) Hd32 and ~(qo)=l(qA)=H.,,. 
Note that a string x is accepted by a partially ordered automaton if and only if the 
transitions produced by x are well defined. 
Let Cc9, L,,# and f-/(n) denote, respectively, a partially ordered automaton 
(Q,qO, &Q), the language recognized by Cd, and the cardinality of the set 
{xEL,41 (x/= n}. It turns out that the asymptotic behaviour of {f,(n)} is related to 
some particular coefficients defined in the following list. 
- For every qEQ, q is called a main state iff l(q)=H,4. 
~ A finite sequence of distinct states (qj)j=,, . m is a complete chain in cd if q. is the 
initial state of& and qjdaqj+i for everyj=O,...,m-1. 
- For every complete chain S, let hs= # (qESIl(q)= H,,}. 
~ Similarly, let h _, = Max { hs I S is a complete chain in CZ!). 
- A complete chain S is called main iff hs = h,,. From conditions (p) and (y) given in 
Definition 2.1, it follows that h,?/ 32 and, for every main complete chain 
i4j)j=O.. . rn, we have q,=q”. 
- Givenastringx~L,,x=x,x,...x,,wherexjE~foreveryj=1 ,..., n,let {qj}j=o, ,,, 
be the sequence of distinct states entered by automaton ,d when its transition 
function 6 is applied consecutively to x 1, x2, . . . , x,: we say that x is recognized by 
the complete chain jqj)j=O, ,m. 
~ For every complete chain S, we define fs(n)= #{x~C*lx is recognized by S, 1x1 =n> 
and denote by fs(z) the generating function of {&(n)}, i.e. the formal power series 
‘fs(z)=C~ZXofs(n)z” C211. 
~ For every q,q’EQ, q#q’, let o(q,q’)= #{aEZI:)a(q,a)=q’). 
The following propositions give an asymptotic evaluation of i&(n). First of all we 
recall a well-known property of rational generating functions [14, Theorem 1 l.lOa]. 
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Lemma 2.2. Let ,f(z)=C~=~~_fs(,1)~” be the generating ,function of a sequence {.f,} EC. 
Assume thut ,f(z)=u(z).(h(z)(l -IIZ~)~+‘)-‘, where H,kEN, k#O, HZO, a(z) and b(z) 
(ire polynotniuls with complex coe$icients and h(z) bus no root sf modulus lower or equal 





Let Z((C>> be the ring of formal power series in the noncommuting variables CTCEC 
with coefficients in Z, and let ,u:Z<Z>>+Z((Z>> be the morphism generated by the 
application which maps every CTEZ into the formal variable z [21]. Since each 
language L c .Z * can be seen as an element of Z((Z>>, we have 
+7 
p(L)= 1 # {XEL / IsI =n) ,‘I, 
n=O 
Note that, for every language L,LI, L2 such that L=L, .L2, we have 
/i(L)=p(L,).p(L,) whenever the product L1 .L2 is unambiguous (i.e. every XEL 
admits a unique decomposition .~=xl.xz, where .x,eL, and xz~Lz). 
Proposition 2.3. For ever!, tnain complete chuin S = (qjjj=o, ,,, of a partially ordered 
automaton .R/ = ( Q, q,, 6. Q ), we hove 
( 
m-l 
IS(‘)= n (O(qjt qj+ 1) 
j=O )I.!; lpli,i,I)l 
,fbr (I suituble rational constant tfs>O depending only> on S. 
Proof. Let Ls be the language of all strings recognized by S and, for every j = 0, , m, 
define crj={aEE16(qj,a)=qj], and bj= (aEZ/6(qj,a)=qj+1). It is easy to verify 
that /~(Ls)=fs(z) and, for every j,p($)=(l -l(qj)z)-‘,p(/3j)=~(qj~qj+,)~. Since 
Ls = CC:. [lo. YT . PI . . .: /I$,, _ 1 a: and all these products are unambiguous, we obtain 
.h(4=/4 Ls)=p(a,*) 
i 
fi /L(r*)p( pi- 1) 
i=l I 
which proves the first identity. Moreover, since S is main, such an equality can be 
written in the form 
( 
It-1 
.Li(z)= n t"(qj,qj+ 1) 
j=O 
j(l-~,z)h/~~~‘&)~ 
where, for every i = 0, , tn - h ~,, hi < H ,,. So, applying Lemma 2.2, we obtain the 
result. n 
Proposition 2.4. Gicen u partially ordered automaton &, let S he a complete chain qf 
.d which is not main. Then fs(n)=O(H:,n’1/P2). 




.fs(z)= n (O(qj, qj+ 1) 
j=O 
),,&Q-&J 
where T is number of main states in S and, for every i = 0, . , tn - T, bi <H d. Since S is 
not main, we have that 1 < T<h,. Then, applying Lemma 2.2, we obtain 
fs(n)=O(H’;nT-1)=O(H’!,n”/--2). 0 
Proposition 2.5. Let r be the set of ull the main complete chains of a partially ordered 
automaton .d. Then we hare 
(4 .fAn) = C fs(n) + 0 
SEI 
as nd + x8, 
(b) f:,(n)=t?.,(H.)“n”‘~’ +O(H:,n”/-2), 
,for a suitable rutionul constunt tl., > 0 depending only on autotnuton .d. 
Proof. One can immediately verify that, for every partially ordered automaton 
.c/, f_,(n) equals the sum of all ,fs(n), where S ranges over the set of all complete chains 
of .4/. Since the number of complete chains is finite, the result follows from Proposi- 
tions 2.3 and 2.4. 0 
3. Analysis of the mean value of & 
In this section, for any arbitrarily fixed concurrent alphabet (I:, C), we determine 
the asymptotic behaviour of the mean value of &,, given by 




where the index x ranges over the set C”. In particular, we shall prove that 
E(&)=qnk+O(nk-’ ). where q is a positive constant depending only on (Z, C) and 
k is the number of connected components of the complementary graph (C, Cc). 
We first define a regular language L1, recognized by a suitable partially ordered 
automaton .3, such that the number of strings of length n in L1 equals the sum in (*). 
Then, we use the results of the previous section to estimate the asymptotic behaviour 
off,(n). 
Let .I’ be an isomorphic copy of the alphabet Z. For each cr~Z let the symbol CJ’ be 
the corresponding element in Z’. Further, let the concurrent alphabet (CO, CO) be 
given by 
- C” =CuZ’; 
~ C”=j(i,,p)~(Z‘. xC”)I~(G,T)EC such that (;,=a V j&=o’)A(p=t V ,u=T’)). 
Consider the trace language T” sF(Z’, C”) given by 
T’=(tEF(~‘,C”)lt=tl.t*, t,EF(C, C”), r,cF(Z’, CO,), 
and let L1 be the set {.xE(ZUZ’)*I[X](. ET”}. 
Proposition 3.1. For ecrry integer n~iW, #I.YEL~I~x~=~}=C,~,=~~[~]~, 
Proof. It is easy to verify that a string ZE(CU.Z’)* belongs to L1 if and only if, for every 
0~1 occurring in 2, we have (a, s’)EC’ for every z’EC’ which precedes o in the string z. 
It follows that there exists a bijective correspondence between the set {zEL, I IzI = n} 
and the set Dn={(.~,t)~.x~Z*, rEF(C,C), I.x/=n, [xlc=r.t’, for a suitable f’>. 
As a matter of fact, for every (x,t)~D,,, where .x=.x1_y2...x, and Xi~C for any 
i= 1, . , n, we can associate (x, t) with the string ZE(C”)* obtained from x by adding 
the apex ’ to all the xi which do not appear in a representative string of t; so, in 
particular, we have that the projection of z on Z is a representative string of r. The 
following equalities complete the proof of the proposition. 
1 3Cxlc= 1 #I- x~C*l Ixl=n and [.xlc=r.r’ for a suitable t’> 
1.X =I! ISF(,r. C) 
=#D,. E 
Let .d=(Ql,ql,fil,Q1) be the finite automaton over .Z’ such that Q1=Y(Z), 
q1 = C and 6 1 is defined as follows: 
6r(A,a)=A if aE.4, 
6,(A,a)=I otherwise; 
d,(A,a’)=Anl(a), where I(~)=(~ECI(O,Z)EC}. 
Note that, for every zg(CO)*, if 6r(C, z)= A then, for each OEC, Z[T is accepted by 
.d if and only if OEA. In other words, zc is accepted by .d if and only if, for every T’EC’ 
occurrmg m Z, (a, T') belongs to C”. By the remark at the beginning of Proposition 3.1, 
this implies that L1 coincides with the language recognized by .01. As a consequence 
we obtain the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.2. For rwr~~ HEN, ,f;,(n)=C~.x~ =,! 3[s]c. 
For any two states A and B in Y(Z), let II(A) and tu,(A, B) denote # (jLgCu 1’1 
s,(A,k)=A). and # (~‘EC’I(S,(A, a’)=B), respectively. Moreover, given XG,Z, we 
say that X is a connected component of the complementary graph (I, Cc) iff the 
subgraph (X, E). where E = [(a, T)EC’~O, TEX ). is a connected component of 
(Z. CC). 
Proposition 3.3. For rwr~~ AE.P(Z), w hark lI (A) < #C. Morrocu, 1, (A)= #C if und 
only if A is II union of cowwcted compo~wnt.s of the gruph (Z, Cc ). 
Proof. From the irreflexivity of C, we have that for every A c Z, [ a~C1 A G I(a)) G A’. 
Therefore, from the definition of 01, we obtain 
I,(A)= #il+ # (~E~‘~~,(A,o’)=A; 
= #A+ #(acC~il~l(cr); < #A+ #A’= #,?I. 
This becomes an identity if and only if 
.4’~ (ml.-/ALI( (**) 
We claim that (**) is true if and only if A is a union of connected components of 
(Z. Cc). it is clear that if A is such a union. then for every BEAM and every rsA we 
have (a, X)EC and, hence. YEI( This implies A E I(o) and, by the arbitrariness of 0, 
inclusion (**) is proved. On the other hand, inclusion (**) implies that, for every S(EA 
and every OEA’. ((T. 2) belongs to C. This means that in the graph (Z, Cc) there are no 
edges connecting a vertex in .4 with a vertex in A’ and. hence. A is a union of 
connected components of (Z. Cc). 1 
The previous proof also yields the following corollary. 
Proposition 3.5. Automuton .d is II prrrtiully ordrretl automaton such thut H _, = #C md 
h ,, = k + 1. \vhrre I, is the number of’ connrctrd cmip0nrnt.s of (Z, Cc ). 
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that the transition diagram of .c/ is a partially 
ordered set with respect to the reflexive and transitive closure of <A,, where Z and the 
empty set 9 are, respectively, the smallest and the largest element. So. by Proposition 
3.3, .c/ is a partially ordered automaton such that H.,= #C and a state A is a main 
state if and only if A is a union of connected components of (I, C“). 
A main complete chain in .d is built in the following way. Let XI. X2, . . . Xk be the 
connected components of the graph (I, Cc). Starting from state C, let us repeatedly 
apply the transition function 6, to symbols ~‘EY such that the corresponding element 
0~1 belongs to X1. Since nosxI I(o)= UT=, Xi, Proposition 3.3 guarantees that, 
after a certain number of transitions, the automaton enters the state XC, =C-X1. 
Then, we proceed from the state XC, by applying 6, to symbols a’cZ’ such that a~x,. 
Again, after some transitions, the automaton enters the state (X, uX,)’ and, continu- 
ing in this way, it eventually reaches the state pi. Clearly, such a complete chain 
contains k + I main states and it is easy to see that there is no complete chain in 
.n/ having a greater number of main states. Z 
Propositions 2.5 and 3.5 yield the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.6. Let k be the number of‘ connected components c~f‘ (C, Cc); then there 
exists u rutionul constant ,I> 0, dependiny only on (C, C), such thut 
E(~,)=ynk+O(nk~‘). 
A natural problem arising from the last proposition is to evaluate the constant ‘1. 
Clearly, it is possible to give a general method to compute q for each concurrent 
alphabet. To this end let S= (qjijEO, .m be a main complete chain in .zI. By 
Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 2.2, we have .fi(n)=qs( #E‘)“n’+O(( #E)“nk-‘), where 






k!(#~)k C (#~-hi) 
j= 1 
and, for everyj= 1. . . . . m-k, hj= I1 (qi), qi being the jth nonmain state of S. Hence, by 
Proposition 2.5(a) we get the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.7. The constant q defined in the previous proposition equals CsEr qs, 
where r is the set yf’all main complete chains oj’d und each qs is @en by equation (*u*). 
Example 3.8. Let us consider the concurrent alphabet (1, C) defined by the graph 
shown in Diagram 1. 
In this case the transition diagram of automaton .d is represented in Fig. 1. Such an 
automaton has 4 main states and 6 main complete chains. Clearly, H + = 5 and h _, = 3, 






/ a r h’ 
) a’,b’, 
Fig. I 
4. Analysis of the second moment of ,7,, 
In this section we study the asymptotic behaviour of E(3:) for any concurrent 
alphabet (I, C). We first define a suitable regular language L2 such that the sum 
I,,, =,, (3C-~lc)’ . IS exactly the number of strings of length n in L2. Then we prove that 
the automaton recognizing L2 is a partially ordered automaton and we apply the 
results of Section 2. 
Given the concurrent alphabet (1, C), let us form four distinct isomorphic copies 
of (C, C): (Ci, C,), in{ 1,2,3,4). For every i~j1,2,3,4j and for every UEC, let 
oi denote the corresponding element in the alphabet Zi. Conversely, for every 
1~{1,2,3,4j and every oi~~i, let +(ai)=cr. 
Let (.ZA, CA ) be the concurrent alphabet defined as follows: 
We can consider the trace language YGF(C^,C^) of all traces t such that 
t=[xr&.“, where XE(~,)*, yc(C,)* and, for every oZcCZ occurring in x and every 
T~E.Z~ occurring in .1; (a, T) belongs to C. Further, for every i~( 1,2,3,4}, we define 
F,=~~EF(C”,C~)~~=[_~](-.. where .xc(Zi)*). 
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Then, let T={~EF(Z^, CA)lt=t,.t’.fq, where ~,EF~,~~EF~,~‘EY}, and let L2 be 
the set of all linearizations of T, i.e. L, = (xE(C^)* 1 [xlcA E T 1. 
It is easily seen that L, can be defined in another way. For every nonempty string 
ZE(C^ )*, let us represent z in the form z=y’y2...y”,n> 1, where yj~C^ for every 
j= 1, . . . . II. Then such a string belongs to L2 if and only if the following conditions are 
satisfied for each j = 1, . . . , n: 
(i) yj~Z, *(Vyi~Z2uC,uC, such that i<j,( yj, yi)EC”); 
(ii) #EC, *(Vyi~Z3uC, such that i<j,( yj,yi)ECh); 
(iii) yj~C, * (Vyi~CZ UC, such that i<j,( yj,_$)~C”). 
Proposition 4.1. The language L2 is the set of‘ all strings ZE(Z^ )* such that either z is 
the empty string, or z = y1y2 . . .y” satis$es conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) fi)r each j = 1, . , n. 
Proposition 4.2. For every nEN we have # {x~L~l/.~l=n)=~,~,=~(S[.~]~)~. 
Proof. Let us consider the following set: 
M,={(x, t,~)IxEC*,IX(=n,[x]~=t.t’,[x]~=u~li, for suitable traces t’,lil. 
It is easily seen that, for every HEN, 
1 (~C.XIC)~ = #M,. (*) 
I.XI=ll 
For every (x, t, U)E M,, let t’ and li be the traces such that [xlc = t. t’ and [x]c = IA. li; 
moreover, let x=x1x2.. .x”, where xi~C for every i= 1, , n. Then, let It/(x, t, u) be the 
string belonging to (I^)* obtained replacing each xi in the following way: 
- for every xi occurring in both t and U, replace xi by -ui; 
~ for every xi occurring in both t’ and u, replace xi by xi; 
~ for every xi occurring in both t and li, replace xi by x3; 
~ for every xi occurring in both t’ and li, replace xi by xi. 
The function $ is injective and, for every (x, t, u)EM,, It/(x, t, u) belongs to L2 and has 
length n. Conversely, let z be a string of L2 such that 1 z I = n; then we define the function 
t(z)=(x, t, u) by the following steps: 
_ x is the string obtained from z by erasing the indices 1,2,3,4, i.e. for every 
i~{1,2,3,4), replace each ai~~i occurring in z by the corresponding OEC; 
_ t is the trace [y],-, where y is obtained from z by erasing all symbols E.EC~ u Cs 
occurring in z and erasing the indices 1,3 from the remaining symbols; 
~ u is the trace [olc, where ZI is obtained from z by erasing all symbols AEC~ u .?I4 
occurring in z and erasing the indices 1,2 from the remaining symbols. 
It is clear that < is the inverse function of $; so, there exists a bijective correspond- 
ence between {z~L~llzl=n} and M,, and the conclusion follows from equality 
(*). 0 
Now let -&=(Q2,~12,62,Q2) be the finite automaton such that Qz=,JP(Z)xB(C), 
q,=(Z, C) and (j2 is defined as follows (here I(a) is defined as in Section 3): 
~ V(A,B)EQ~.VO~EC,, 
62((A,B),o,)=(A,B) if a~(.4 nB), 
62((A,B),a,)=1 otherwise; 
~ V(A, B)EQz.VazEzI, 
ii,((A.B),a,)=(A.Bnf(a)) if SEA. 
a,((A.B),o,)= 1 otherwise; 
~ V(A,B)EQ~.VU~EZ~, 
6,((A,B),o,)=(Anl(o),B) if oEB, 
cS,((A,B).C,)=I otherwise: 
~ V(A, B)EQ~,V~~EZ~. 
62((A,B),a,)=(Anl(a),Bnl(o)). 
Proposition 4.3. L2 is the lrrr~yuuye recognized by uutomuton & und, hence, ,for eoeq 
nE~,,1(11)=Z,.~,=,,(\?1.~1(.)2. 
Proof. We prove the proposition by induction. It is easily checked that the empty 
word belongs to L2 and is accepted by &. Let us suppose that, for every string z of 
length n, I” belongs to L, if and only if z is accepted by .#. We note that, for every state 
(A, B)EQ~. the set AnB (the set A and the set B) represents those symbols 2 in Z, (in 
C, and C,) such that. for every XE(Z~)*, if 6,((C, C), x)=(A,B), then xi satisfies 
conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) in Proposition 4.1. By the inductive hypothesis this means 
that, for every string : of length n and. for every ;_EZ”, z;l belongs to L2 if and only if 
2;. is accepted by .H and, hence. the proposition is proved. n 
The following propositions show that ,&’ is a partially ordered automaton and allow 
US to apply Proposition 2.5. According to the previous definitions, for every pair of 
states (A, B) and (A’, B’), let us define the coefficients 
12(.4,B)= # ~;“E~^~(~~((A.B),;.)=(A.B)). 
w2((A,B),(A’,B’))= # (j.EZhlci2((A,B),i)=(A’,B’)i. 
Proposition 4.4. For ever)’ state (A, B) in .a 
(a) I,(A.B)d #2‘; 
(b) /,(A, B)= #Z if‘ und only if’ both sets A und B ure unions of connected compo- 
I2ent.s (?/’ t/Jr Gjrriph (C, C’ ). 
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Proof. Since 0$1(a) for every ~EC, from the definition of d2 we deduce 
+ # [c-JEBIAEl@J)) + # jfJE~:IAUBEl(cJ)j 
< #(AnB)+ #(A-B)S #(B--A)+ #(Au@ 
= #C. 
Hence, inequality (a) is proved. 
Moreover, if A and B are unions of the connected components of (2, Cc), so are 
also A -B, B ~ A and A u B. By Corollary 3.4, this implies that the previous inequality 
is an identity, and, hence, I,(A,B)= #C. On the other hand, let lz(A,B)= #Z; since 
A -B, B-A and (A u B)’ are disjoint sets, it follows that (~ECIAUBGI(~)J 
= (A u B)‘, (cTEAIBGI(cT)) =(A-B) and (cxB~AcI((T)J=(B-A). Again, applying 
Corollary 3.4, we deduce that both A and B are unions of connected components of 
(,?I, CC). I 
Proposition 4.5. .d is (I partiull_y ordered autornuton such that H #= #C, h,#= 2k + 1, 
where k is the number qf’ connected components qf (2, C’>. 
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that the transition diagram of J is a partially 
ordered set with respect to the reflexive and transitive closure of < 62. Moreover, (Z, C) 
is the smallest element and (@,$) is the largest element. Then, by Proposition 4.4, g is 
a partially ordered automaton such that H d = # C, and a state (A, B) is a main state if 
and only if both A and B are unions of connected components of (Z, Cc). 
A main complete chain in .8 can be built in the following way. Let X 1, X2, . . , Xk be 
the connected components of (Z, Cc) and, starting from state (C, C), repeatedly apply 
the transition function d2 to the symbols a2~C2 such that the corresponding element 
~EC belongs to X,. After a certain number of transitions the automaton enters the 
main state (1.X’,). Analogously, applying the transition function h2 to suitable 
symbols o~EZ~ such that the corresponding element ~EC belongs to X1, the auto- 
maton enters the state (XC,, X: ). Choosing another connected component X2, and 
applying the same method as before, automaton J enters the state ((X, uX2)‘, 
(X, u X2)‘). Applying this process to all the other connected components, automaton 
d reaches the state (9, g), and the complete chain we have built contains exactly 2k + 1 
main states. Since the transition diagram is a partially ordered set, it is clear that any 
other complete chain from (1, C) to (pi, 9) d oes not contain more than 2k+ I main 
states. Hence, the complete chain described above is main and h,,= 2k+ 1. 0 
Corollary 4.6. Giwn u rnuir~ complete chain S= ((Ai, Bi)j’,=,, ,~ in &, we have that, 
$wereryi=O,....m-l,either Ai+l=Ai,orBi+l=Bi. JfAi+I=Ai(Bi+l=Bi), then 
Ai (Bi) is a union of the connected components of (Z, Cc). 
Proof. Let us consider two consecutive main states (A,, B,) and (A,, B,) in the chain S. 
Hence, Y < s and for every i = I’ + 1, , s - 1 the state (Ai, Bi) is not main. It is clear that 
either A,= A, or B,= B,; otherwise, if both components were different, the chain 
S would not have 2k + 1 main states because both A, and B, would contain at least one 
connected component less than A,. and B,, respectively. Without loss of generality, 
let us suppose that A,= A,. This means that all the transitions from (Ai,&) to 
(A;+], Bi + 1 ), where i = r, . s - 1, modify only the second component of the states 
while the other is constantly equal to the union of some connected components of 
(Z, CC). 0 
The remaining propositions of this section complete the analysis of the second 
moment of 3,,. They follow from Proposition 4.5 and the results of Section 2. For 
every complete chain S in %9, letf‘k”(n)= # (.x~(Z~)*l Ix/ =II, x is recognized by S in 
a}, and let ,fk*‘(z) be the corresponding generating function. 
Proposition 4.7. For ecery main complete chain S = { ( Ai, Bi) 1 i= o, m in a’, we haoe 
m-1 
_fg’(z)= n toz((Ai,Bi),(Ai+l,Bi+l)) i i=O 
,f~‘(n)=ps(#C)“n2k+O((#Z)“n2k-1). 
where k is the number of’ connected components of‘ (C, Cc) and ps is a suitable positive 
rational constant depending on/J on S. 
Proposition 4.8. Let k be the number qf‘ connected components of (Z, Cc); then 
E(Si)=pn2k+O(n2k-1), 
where p is a suitable rational constant. p>O, depending only on (C, C). 
5. Analysis of the variance of zn 
The main goal of this section is to show that E(zi)-(E(&,))2 =O(n2k- ‘) for any 
concurrent alphabet (C, C). To this end, we define a suitable partially ordered 
automaton 9 such that fZ,(n)=(C,x,=n 3[.~]~)~. Then we evaluate J;,(n) using the 
properties of partially ordered automata. and the result is compared with the asymp- 
totic expression of ,fJn) obtained in the previous section. 
Let us define automaton 9’ = ( Q2, q2, 6,, Q2 ), where Q2 and q2 are the same as 
in Section 4, and 6, is described as follows. Given d1 and 1” as in Section 3, 
V(a. B)E(C’ x C’) and V(A, B)EQ~, let 
s,((A,B),(x,p))=(6,(A,~).6,(8,B)) if Si(A,x)fl A s,(B,B)#l 
d,((A, B), (x, B))= 1 otherwise. 
The transition function dd is extended as usual to the set {(zl,z2)lzl,z2~(Co)*, 
IzIl=l~~l~. S g’ o, tven a pair of strings zr and z2 belonging to (Y)* such that Izr I= 1 z2 /, 
(zl, z2) is said to be accepted by .9 if and only if 6,((C, C), (zl, z2)) is well defined. This 
means that (zl,zz ) is accepted by B if and only if both z1 and z2 are accepted by 
.d and they have the same length. So, Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 imply the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 5.1. For euery PIEN J,(n)=(Cixlzn 3[.xlc)‘. 
As in the previous sections, for every pair of states (A, B), (A’, B’), let us define 
/,(A,@= # ;(cGD)IcGBE~“, s,((A,B),(r,B))=(A,B)}, 
co‘,((A,B),(A’,B’))= # {(r,/j)lz,B~Z’, s,((A,B),(~,8))=(A’,B’)}. 
Proposition 5.2. For every state (A,B)EQ~, we have ld(A, B) < (# .Z)2. Moreover, 
l,(A, L?) = (# C)2 if and only if both A and B are unions of connected components qf the 
graph (C, Cc). 
Proof. From the definition of the function ddr it is straightforward to show that 
=( #C)2. 
Moreover, also in this case, by Corollary 3.4, it is easy to prove that the previous 
inequality is an identity if and only if both A and B are unions of the connected 
components of the complementary graph (I, Cc). 0 
As a consequence, a state (A, B) is a main state of automaton B if and only if both 
A and B are unions of the connected components of (Z, Cc). Reasoning as in 
Proposition 4.5, it is easy to verify the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.3. 9 is a partially ordered automaton such that HL, = (#I)*, h, = 2k + 1, 
where k is the number of connected components of (C, Cc). 
The following corollary is proved as Corollary 4.6. 
Corollary 5.4. GiGen a main complete chain S = { (Ai, Bi)JiEO, ,,,. m in 9, we have, for 
every i=O, . . . . m-1,eitherA,+,=AiorBi+1=Bi.IfAi+,=Ai(Bi+,=B,),thenAi(Bi) 
is a union of the connected components of (C, Cc). 
Since the asymptotic behaviour of ,f&(n) and J/(n) is determined by the main 
complete chains of 2 and 8, respectively, the question arises whether there is 
a bijective correspondence between them and, in the affirmative case, whether their 
parameters are related to one another. 
Proposition 5.5. Let us consider II finite sequence CI~ states (qj) i=,,, mr where, jbr 
ecery,j=O, . . . . tn. qiEQ2. Then (qj)j=o, ,,,, is (I twin complete chain in J if’ and only if 
l4jlj=O. m is (1 tnuin cotnplete chain in I/. Moreooer, git>en u tnkn cotnplele chain 
((Ai,Bi))i=O, ,,,, ,fbr every i = 0, , 111 - 1 \z‘e huge 
(OL)d((Ai, BiL(Ai+ 1, Bi+,))=(#C)‘(f~z((Aj,Bi),(Ai+l,Bi+,)), 
md ,for my i = 0, . . . , m 
Proof. It is easily checked that, for any transition from a state (A. B) to a state (A’, B’) 
in automaton J, there is at least a transition from (A, B) to (A’, B’) in automaton f-r. So 
a main complete chain in .8 is also a main complete chain in 9. 
On the other hand, given a main complete chain S in 9, by Corollary 5.4 we can 
consider an arbitrary pair of consecutive states (A, B). (A, B ‘) in S, such that B # B’ and 
A is the union of the connected components of (2, Cc). Then we can define 
B(B.B )= (rECll(r)nB=B ), 
M= ((o,r’)laEA.I(t)nB=B ), 
N= j(a’,r’)JaEA’.I(s)nB=B ). 
Since A’= (~ECIA ‘I(U)), by definition of d2 and 6,,, it is easily checked that 
ci,,((A,B),(A.B ))= #B(B,B’~) (*) 
and 
w~((A,B),(A,B’))= #(MuN). (**) 
Since B(B, B’ ) = # implies M u N = #, it follows that also in .8 there is a nonempty set 
of transitions from (A,B) to (A,B ). This also holds for any transition from a state 
(A, B) to (A”, B), where il #A and (A, B), (A , B) is a pair of consecutive states of the 
main complete chain S. This means that the main complete chains in 2 coincide with 
the main complete chains in .d. Moreover, by (*) and (**) it is easy to verify that 
uj((A,B),(A,B”))=(#Z).w((A.B).(A,B )). 
As before, such an identity holds for every pair of consecutive states in S and, hence, 
the first equality is proved. 
As regards the second equality, for every state (A,B)cS, we have 
/,(A,@= #(AnB)+ # ;o~AIBcl(o)) + # ;o~B1Asl(a)] 
+ # (c~EZ~AUBSI(CT)). 
By Corollary 4.6, we can assume without loss of generality that A is the union of the 
connected components of (1, Cc). Let B(B, B) denote the set (o~ClB~l(a)}. Then we 
have 
12(A,B)= #(An@+ #(Ani(B,B))+ #(A’nB)+ #(A”nB(B,B)) 
= #B-t #B(B,B). 
Analogously, from the definition of dd, since A’= (aeC/ A E I(a)}, we get 
kl(A,B)= # ((o,r)loEA, TEBj+ #j(O',T)IA~~(fJ),TE-B} 
+ # {(c~,T')~~EA,BLI(T))+ # ((~',~')lAcl(a),Bc1(5)} 
=(#A).(#B)+(#A').(#B)+(#A)~(#B(B,B)) 
+(#A').(#qB,B)) 
Since the same identities hold for the states of the form (A, B), where B is the union 
of connected components of (1, Cc), also the second equality of the proposition is 
proved. 0 
Proposition 5.6. Var(&)=O(n2km1). 
Proof. According to the definitions of Section 2, given a main complete chain S, let 
,fF’(n)= # {(xl,~z)lx,,x,~(~“)*, IN~I=I.x~/=~, (x1,.x2) recognized by S in 9}, and 
let ,j”f’(~) be the corresponding generating function. Then, by Propositions 2.3,4.7 and 
5.5 we obtain ,ff’(z) =,fy’(( # C)z), which implies fkd’(n)=( # J?Jnfi2)(n). 
Therefore, by Propositions 2.5(a), 4.3 and 5.1, we get 
Propositions 4.8 and 3.6 state that the second main term of both (E(3,))2 and E(3:) 
is O(nzk~’ ) and, hence, var(3n)=E(3z)-E(\Sn)2=O(n2k-1). 0 
Example 5.7. Let us consider the concurrent alphabet ( (a, hJ, ((a, b), (b, a)} ). In this 
case we see that, for every XG{U, bS*, ~[~]c=(lx~~+l)(~~~~b+l),where~x(,(~x~,)isthe 
number of occurrences of a (b) in x. This relation allows one to compute the exact 
value of the moments of & by means of standard methods: 
1 5[x]c= i ‘: 
0 
(j+l)(~-j+1)=2~-~(n~+3n+4), 
1x1 =n j=O .I 
( ,&X.Xlc)2=22n~4 (n4+6n3+17n2+24n+16), 
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, ; m~lc~2=~o (;)(i+ lJ2(n-_j+ lJ2 
x n 
=2”-4(n4+6n3+ 19n2+22n+ 16). 
It is easy to check that E( &)‘-(E( &))I = O(n2), which agrees with Proposition 5.6 
since, in this case, k = 2. 
6. Probabilistic results 
We recall that a sequence of random variables (X,} is said to converge in probabil- 
if?, to a random variable X iff lim,,, + r, Pr(lX,-XI>aj=O for any E>O. Moreover, 
(X,) is said to converge in the quudratic mean to the random variable X iff all the 
X, and also X have finite second moment and lim,, +T E((X, -X)‘)=O [17]. Then, 
by Proposition 5.6, one can immediately verify that {\?,,/yd) converges in the 
quadratic mean to 1. It is well known that convergence in the quadratic mean implies 
convergence in probability [ 17, Theorem 2.2.23 and, hence, the following proposition 
is proved. 
Proposition 6.1. The sequence of’random twiuhles { &,lqn” 1 converges in probability to 
1; in purticulur, .ftir every E>O. 
Pr{ 13-l I>‘:i=()iK’) us II tends to +x. 
As shown in the following example. for some concurrent alphabet we get a stronger 
bound. 
Example 6.2. Again consider the concurrent alphabet ( (a, bJ, ((a, b), (b, u)]). By 
Example 5.7, we have Var(&)= O(n’). Hence, from Chebychev’s inequality [17, 
Theorem 1.2.31, it follows that, for every E ~0, 
7. Conclusions 
The combinatorial method presented in this work is quite general since it allows to 
determine the asymptotic growth of the sequence of random variables {&} for each 
concurrent alphabet. Hence, our analysis applies to all free partially commutative 
monoids. We do not know of any other technique to compute the moments of {&} 
having the same degree of generality. 
We have shown that for any concurrent alphabet (1, C), the identity J,,=O(nk) 
holds almost surely, where k is the number of connected components of the 
complementary graph (Z, Cc). On the other hand, it is known that 
W,= Max{ 3[xlcl 1x1 =n} equals a(#), where c( is the size of the largest clique of 
(1, C) [7]. Since for many concurrent alphabets we have k < c(, it turns out that W, is 
an overestimation of the number of prefixes of a trace. 
This fact is also confirmed by the properties of random graphs. An undirected graph 
of m vertices is called a random graph if each possible edge is present in the graph with 
a probability p, 0 < p < 1, independent of the presence of any other edge. Let us denote 
such a graph by G(m,p). The evolution of random graphs, when m tends to scc and 
p is fixed, is widely studied in the literature. In particular, it is known that the 
following events occur with probability 1 [16, Sections 3.4 and 4.11: 
_ 3m” such that Vm>m” the complementary graph G(m, 1 -p) is connected, 
_ as m+ + cc the size of the largest clique of G(m,p) equals 2~log,~,m+o(log,,,m). 
Roughly speaking, this means that, for most large concurrent alphabet (Z, C), we 
have k = 1 while c( is close to 2. log, # C. Hence, in these cases, the average number of 
prefixes is linear while the maximum number of prefixes is given by a polynomial with 
high degree. 
These remarks also hold for the time complexity of algorithms for some problems 
on free partially commutative monoids. As mentioned in Section 1, in several cases the 
computation time strictly depends on the number of prefixes of the trace represented 
by the input string. In particular, this holds for the class of algorithms described in [S], 
including an algorithm for the Membership Problem of regular trace languages. It is 
proved that, for each of these algorithms, the worst-case time complexity on input 
strings of length n is O(n Wn)=@(na”), including the time required to compute 
a suitable representation of the prefixes of the input trace. Analogously, assuming that 
all the input strings of length n have the same probability, we get a time complexity 
O(n&). Our results show that such a quantity equals @(nk+‘) with probability 
tending to 1. Hence, for many concurrent alphabets, the behaviour of these algorithms 
for most inputs is much better than the worst-case behaviour. In particular, for most 
large concurrent alphabets (Z, C), the average time complexity is O(n’), while the 
worst-case time complexity is O(n’), s being a constant rather close to 2.1og, #C. 
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